PIER DESIGN FEEDBACK
SURVEY
FINAL
PREPARED FEBRUARY 2022

TOPLINE RESULTS:
DESIGN FEEDBACK SURVEY
•

The purpose of the Design Feedback Survey was to obtain feedback regarding
various design elements for the rebuild of the (new) Bob Hall Pier, including:
• Overall pier design and amenities
• Comparison of amenities of the old pier vs. new designs
• Feedback regarding options for entry, shade structures, and furniture

•

The survey was launched via the www.futurebobhallpier.com website
on January 24, 2022; concurrent with the first of two Design Town Hall Meetings.
The Town Hall meetings were held at Padre Island Baptist Church – With upwards
to 200 attendees – using a hybrid (both in-person and online) methodology:
• Monday January 24th at 6 PM
• Tuesday January 25th at 10 AM

•

Two prior Amenity Town Hall Meetings were held during the Summer 2021.
Results from those Town Halls were aggregated with an Amenity Preference Survey
featuring 1678 responses. This data provided the input for the design group to
develop the renderings that were used in this feedback phase.

•

Results in this report are based on a final count of 669 completed responses per
the survey cut-off date of February 10, 2022.

RENDERINGS USED AT TOWN HALLS AND
WITHIN THE SURVEY INSTRUMENT

RENDERING OF ENTRANCE PLAZA
(WITH LABELS) USED AT TOWN HALLS
AND IN SURVEY INSTRUMENT

COMPARISON OF OLD VS NEW PIER AMENITY
MATRIX FEATURED IN SURVEY INSTRUMENT

PURPOSE OF TRIP TO BOB HALL PIER
DATA FROM INITIAL AMENITY SURVEY
•

Based on the initial Amenity Survey in which 1678 constituents participated, the (multiple answer)
results show Bob Hall Pier appears to be about equally used for walking, eating, or fishing (each
activity performed by about 50% of the participating in the survey)
• Another 40% report enjoying the bar on the pier, 37% mention sightseeing on the pier
• About one in three either surf or like to watch the surfers from the pier; 13% shop, and 10%
specifically are on the pier to fish for shark
Data Based on Total Amenity Survey Respondents (Base =1678 People)
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KEY FINDINGS: DESIGN FEEDBACK SURVEY
•

Consumers participating in the Design Survey and the Town Hall Meetings generally find the Bob
Hall Pier designs quite appealing. Specifically, depending on the amenity rated, upwards to 8.5 - 9
out of every ten consumers rated the amenities "Appealing" with up to 86% rating each "Very
Appealing."

•

Overall pier design and amenities:
• MOST APPEALING AMENITIES: (88% - 95% Rate "Appealing"; 80% - 86% "Very Appealing")
• Two Sets of Public Restrooms in Concessions Area
• Pier Width Expanded From 15.5' to 20'
• Expanded Angular T at End of Pier
• Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas
• SECOND MOST APPEALING AMENITIES: (85% - 89% "Appealing"; 70% - 77% "Very Appealing")
• Shade Structures on the Entrance Plaza
• Updated/Modernized NOAA Station Equipment
• Shade Structures and Seating on the Expanded Angular T's
• Expanded and Rotated Restaurant with Restrooms and Enhanced Ocean View
• Second Story Covered Event Deck Above Restaurant
• Concessions and Retail Building
• Two Mid-Span Angular T's
• Night Rendering of Pier
• Overall Pier Layout
• Plaza Seating Spaces
• LOWER RATED AMENITIES: (82% - 90% "Appealing"; 67% - 71% "Very Appealing")
• Pier Entrance (Signage, Public Event Space, Shade, Seating, Restrooms)
• End of Pier Design (Expanded Angular Space and Shade Structure)
• Public Event Space
• Fish Cleaning Stations
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KEY FINDINGS: DESIGN FEEDBACK SURVEY
•

Consumers were asked to rate their preferences for three designs of each:
• Entrance Signage
• Shade Design Options
• Seating Design Options

•

Entrance Signage: Consumers prefer the Overhead signage shown below (82% top two choices/
preference; 43% as top choice) versus an Obelisk or Nautical-themed design

•

Shade Design Options: Consumers prefer the Cantilevered Design as shown at the end of the pier
(76% preferred in top 2 choices; 58% as top choice) versus a Trellis or Overhead Design

•

Seating Design Options: Consumers prefer the combination Wood/Cement furniture design
(81% preference on the top 2 choices; 63% as top choice) versus a Rectangular or Angular AllCement Design

Preferred Signage Design
Overhead

Preferred Shade Design
Cantilevered
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Preferred Seating Design
Cement/Wood

KEY FINDINGS: VERBATIMS
The open-ended comments/verbatims were overwhelmingly positive, although there were several
concerns and a few suggestions for consideration:
•

Positive Comments:
• "Love the design, very thoughtful, great" (12%)
• "Let's go – get it done" (5%)
• "Having more shade is great" (4%)
• "Lower cost options OK" (Parking on beach vs. behind dunes) (4%)
• "Miss the restaurant – want it back" (3%)
• "Seating/furniture good" (3%)
• "Prefer pier focus on fishing" (3%)
• "Park on beach vs. behind dunes" (2%)
• "Relaxed place for sightseeing – good ambiance" (2%)
• "Second floor conference center good" (2%)

•

Concerns/Negative Comments:
• "Concerned about maintenance (Birds, wind, salt, elements)" (7%)
• "Keep the design simple – too overdone/touristy" (6%)
• "Is it hurricane – proof (Cat 5) – Needs to be" (5%)
• "Prefer no events or restaurant on the pier" (4%)
• "The furniture needs to be "homeless-proof'" (3%)
• "No dune parking – use a shuttle bus from elsewhere if you have to" (3%)
• "No fish cleaning on pier (Odor, dirty, smelly)" (2%)
• "Reduce the size of the plaza – too large" (2%)
• "No benches in fishing areas" (2%)
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KEY FINDINGS: VERBATIMS
There were also some suggestions for consideration reiterated in the verbatims:

•

Suggestions for Consideration:
• "Need more safety features (lifeguard stations, rescue equipment, first aid, lighting") (2%)
• "More restrooms please – place on the middle and end of the pier" (2%)
• "Should be free admission to walk on the pier" (2%)
• "Ensure there are plenty of trash receptacles that are cleaned out regularly" (2%)
• "Space for more shops/restaurants near entrance – coffee, ice cream, pop-ups" (2%)
• "Cams on the pier – at least two" (1%)
• "Add length to the pier" (1%)
• "One bump out versus two" (1%)
• "Charge fee by the fishing person vs. fishing pole" (1%)
• "Get a better restaurant vendor/Allow more restaurants" (1%)
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DETAILED FINDINGS
GRAPHS
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Night Rendering of Pier
Overall Pier Layout
Two Mid-Span Angular T's
Various Fish Cleaning Stations
End of Pier Design (Expanded Angular
and Shade Structure)

APPEAL OF THE PIER
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FEEDBACK: ENTRANCE OPTIONS PREFERRED
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FEEDBACK: SHADE OPTIONS
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FEEDBACK: SEATING OPTIONS
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SUMMARY OF VERBATIM PIER COMMENTS
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Other: <1% each: Protect Diners From Wind, Keep Surfers In Mind – Wave Structures, Hand Washing
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Be Public Art on the Pier?
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WORD CLOUD OF BOB HALL PIER COMMENTS

(NOTE: Verbatim
Comments In the
Appendix)
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APPEAL OF PIER DESIGN AMENITIES
BY GEO-DEMOGRAPHICS
All Geo-Demographic segments aligned with the overall ratings. There were some of the individual Pier
Design Amenities slightly more appealing to some segments as outlined below. (NOTE - these
differences are not statistically significant): :
Amenity

Geography

Age

Gender

Outside of CC

<50

No Difference

Expanded Angular T at End of Pier

Nueces

<35

Male

Updated/Modernized National Oceanic and Atmospheric
(NOAA) Stations Equipment

Nueces

<65

No Difference

Shade Structures and Seating on the Expanded Angular T's

Padre Island
Outside of CC

No Difference

Female

Night Rendering of Pier

NO Difference

No Difference

Male

Overall Pier Design

Nueces
Outside of CC

<35

No Difference

Two Mid-Span Angular T's

Nueces
Outside of CC

<50

Male

Various Fish Cleaning Stations

Nueces
Outside of CC

<35; 50-64

Male

End of Pier Design (Expanded Angular and Shade Structure)

No Difference

<65

Male

Pier Width Expanded from 15.5' to 20'
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APPEAL OF PIER DESIGN ATTRIBUTES
BY AGE
TOP 2 BOX AGGREGATED SCORES
(Very and Somewhat Appealing)
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Night Rendering of Pier
Overall Pier Layout
Two Mid-Span Angular T's
Various Fish Cleaning Stations
End of Pier Design (Expanded Angular
and Shade Structure)

APPEAL OF PIER DESIGN ATTRIBUTES
BY GENDER
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APPEAL OF PIER DESIGN ATTRIBUTES
BY GEOGRAPHY
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Night Rendering of Pier
Overall Pier Layout
Two Mid-Span Angular T's
Various Fish Cleaning Stations
End of Pier Design (Expanded Angular
and Shade Structure)

APPEAL OF PIER DESIGN AMENITIES
BY GEO-DEMOGRAPHICS
Each of the Geo-Demographic segments aligned with the overall ratings. There were some of the
individual Pier Design Amenities slightly more appealing to the segments as outlined below. (NOTE these differences are not statistically significant):
Amenity

Geography

Age

Gender

Outside of CC

35-49

No Difference

Padre Islanders
Nueces / CC

<65

Female

Shade Structures on the Entrance Plaza

Outside of CC

35-64

No Difference

Expanded and Rotated Restaurant With Restrooms and
Enhanced Ocean View

Nueces / CC
Outside of CC

<35

Male

Padre Islanders

<65

No Difference

Concessions and Retail Building

Outside of CC

<65

No Difference

Plaza Seating Spaces

Nueces / CC
Outside of CC

<35

No Difference

Overall Pier Entrance (Signage, Public Event Space, Shade,
Seating, Restrooms, etc.)

Outside of CC

>65

Male

Public Event Space

Nueces / CC
Outside of CC

<65

Male

Two Sets of Public Restrooms in Concessions Area
Expanded Outdoor Dining Area

Second Story Covered Event Deck Above Restaurant
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APPEAL OF THE PIER
ENTRANCE AREA DESIGN BY AGE
TOP 2 BOX AGGREGATED SCORES
(Very and Somewhat Appealing)
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Shade, Seating, Restrooms, Etc.)
9. Public Event Space
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APPEAL OF THE PIER
ENTRANCE AREA DESIGN BY GENDER
TOP 2 BOX AGGREGATED SCORES
(Very and Somewhat Appealing)
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APPEAL OF THE PIER
ENTRANCE AREA DESIGN BY GEOGRAPHY
TOP 2 BOX AGGREGATED SCORES
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RANKING OF ENTRANCE SIGNAGE, SEATING,
SHADE STRUCTURE OPTIONS
BY GEO-DEMOGRAPHICS
Each of the geo-demographic segments liked the Overhead Entrance, The Cantilevered Shade Structure, and
the Wood and Cement Seating Designs the best. There were some minor trending differences as outlined
below (NOTE – While these differences are not statistically significant):
Amenity

Geography

Age (Years)

Gender

Padre Islanders

65+

Female

Nueces/CC

35-64

Male

Entrance Option C - Nautical

Outside of CC

<35

Male

Shade Structure F - Trellis

Outside of CC

50+

Female

Shade Structure G - Solid

Out of CC

<34

Male

Shade Structure H - Cantilevered

Padre Islanders
Nueces / CC

35-49

Male

Seating Design Q – Rectangular Cement

Padre Islanders
Nueces / CC

35-64

Female

Seating Design R – Wood and Cement

Nueces / CC and
Outside of CC

<35; 65+

No Difference

Seating Design S – Angular Cement

Padre Islanders
Nueces / CC

50-64

Male

Entrance Option A - Obelisk
Entrance Option B - Overhead
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DESIGN FEEDBACK SURVEY

APPENDIX
VERBATIMS

VERBATIMS: BOB HALL PIER DESIGN SURVEY
1. No benches at all in the fishing areas.
2. Fishing rod holders built into the railings.
3. Walkway and viewing area on the North side of the Restaurant, with a doorway into the building.
4. Rotate the building 90*.
5. No parking lot on the other side of the dunes.
6. Park on both sides of the pier on the Beach.
7. Reduce the size of the Promenade.
A DAY SPA. Add more trinket clothing shops. Coffee shop.
A restaurant should NEVER be a part of the pier! Restaurants should be stand alone structures that are completely separate from the
pier. The tax-payers should only pay for the actual pier and County owned/run amenities!
A second floor at the restaurant would offer conference space among many the attributes to locals and tourists, alike.
A small bait and tackle store would be a bonus.
Add some length and a 4th T, why make the past a standard? Add a few hundred feet!
Adding shade whenever possible is a good idea. That influenced my decision for shade structure preference. Please add as much shade
as possible. Thank you for all of your efforts on making a great new pier for our beach! It looks great !
All I care about is the pier itself. Don't need all the fancy stuff. The pier is supposed to be a FISHING pier. Should spend ALL money on a
LONG WIDE pier-nothing else.
All looks great! Looking forward to finished product!!
All the proposals look great - I think some options would be much more costly, the lower cost options are OK.
Amazing work - thank you.
Any plans to address the wind coming off the Gulf and its proximity to outdoor dining? Wind blocks, screens, etc.? Current design looks
like wind would blow right through outdoor seating with no block for the diners, but also would allow food/trash from tables to blow
right off pier with no block.
Could also see having issues with seagulls in the outdoor dining area, as it is wide open.
As an Islander I appreciate the opportunity to offer my feed back, I love the design offerings.
Don't put the restaurant on the pier.
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VERBATIMS: BOB HALL PIER DESIGN SURVEY
At the end of the day, let's get something moving. Thank you.
At the ocean, any electronic device will degrade quickly. Bench seating will encourage overnight sleeping and bird droppings will be an
issue.
Restore parking on the beach (paved) forget remote parking and walking.
Awesome!
Awesome, looks amazing!
Beautiful designs. Please provide wheelchair accessible amenities throughout. User friendly furniture and spaces a must to create inviting
spaces.
Beautiful work.
Bob Hall has always been a fishing pier not a tourist trap. all the fancy bull is not necessary People come to look at the fish being caught,
not to get drunk in the bar.
Bob Hall has lasted I believe around 50 yrs. from last redesign/rebuilt and I think this design needs to be thought out completely in hopes
that 51 plus years of life are in our tourist attraction. If you build it right, they will come and when they come, they spend money, decide
to move here and everyone benefits. You only have one shot build Bob Hall back so DO IT RIGHT!
Bob Hall Pier should be for fishing not social activities or too many people will ruin the fishing. Just repair and keep same design as it was.
Don't change old design.
Built in rod holders at the end of the pier. Leave plenty of casting room for the people who use big shark set ups (which is the majority of
people who fish the end). The front T doesn't need to be crowded like Cole park with seating. If anything, use benches and keep them
towards the back rail. Don't crowd the front rail.
Can't wait to have our restaurant/pier back! It's been way too long. And to have the new venue for our island is a huge bonus!
Can't wait - looks great with amazing designs.
Concerns about (1) no mention of public parking, I.e., designated pier use parking vs beach parking, (2) environmental impacts (beach
use, wildlife, dunes, etc.), (3) increased vehicle traffic (on Sea Pines residents using Park road), and present access road. #6 which is
dangerous already with pedestrians, cyclists, cars and trucks competing for space on a narrow, badly maintained road with blind curves.
While not strictly germane to your design options, the more attractive you make it, the greater the potential usage. I would like to see
options for no repair, repair to allow fishing, and then a total design build out. Also, some cost/benefit and ROI estimates would be
useful. Thanks for comment opportunity.
Consider a shuttle bus or ride service from proposed parking lot to pier instead of $3 million to build a connection.
Consider the ability for homeless / intoxicated persons to sleep on seating. Light effects wild animals suggest a environmental impact
study to prevent issue with that. To prevent wasted funds, suggest hurricane impacts to be considered in build.
Could there be an educational interactive area that show how riptides are formed and how they are dangerous to swimmers. There will
be a lot of tourists there and would be a perfect place to make them aware of the dangers of the riptides.
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Design looks like it has been put together really well. I can't wait to see it finished.
Designs are nice. As an angler who fished the pier since 1998 some improvements are good and some not so good. Widening the pier is a
great idea, added restrooms are also very good as well as added T-Heads. Seating and Shade options are not so good. When the pier is
full and tourists are plenty, it gets crowded. Adding seating will only slow the flow of traffic and add congestion, also adding seating will
be in the way of people using the center of the pier as a walkway, anglers sit the left or right side along the rails. Shade options will also
interfere with casting and cause bunching up of people along the pier in certain areas. Parking is a big issue during peak tourist seasons
and good weather windows. There needs to be large enough parking for both pier goers and beach goers. I have seen people fight over
parking and that is not a good image. For the many years that myself, family and friends have fished the pier. I meet people from
Germany, Alaska, Minnesota and everywhere in between. Pricing is also an issue, I would like to see one price per person, not a pole price
and person price. Feels like double charging to me. Added restrooms will be a big bonus, having restroom facilities on the pier would be
great. Having to leave your gear and walk to the front and return only to find your items/gear moved and stolen in not a good feeling and
I have seen this, and it has happened to me a few times over the course of the years. I would also like to see multiple pier cams with live
streaming weather and surf conditions to help plan a trip. Bob Hall Pier is a great addition to the Island and is missed by many. I am sure
with the revenue it produced for the city it is missed as well. Bob Hall brought in tourists and tourists drive the local economy and help
business thrive.
Disjoin the event and dining area from the FISHING PIER. If you want to walk the FISHING PIER (pay the entry). Build the FISHING PIER
with a small ADA compliant walkway to the future event/dining area (if they are ever built). Demand separate funding for the
event/dining area. The angular areas on the pier will cause issues with the fishing people. Both sides of the pier will be utilized (pending
direction of currents). Eliminate any overhead structure (shade) and seating on the fishing pier. The fishing population will supply their
own seating if needed, just as they do on the jetty's.
Do not like the overhead shade at the end, and also need rod holders for fishing.
Do not use wood for benches, tables, or any other amenities because wood will require frequent replacement due to damage from the
sun and salt spray.
Don't let the naysayers get you down. Do something great for Corpus Christi. PLEASE.
Don't like the building facing the way displayed. Should be the way it was for a better Gulf View. Like the open space but think its a wasted
space and hot. I would prefer a shaded area overlooking the water. More of a lookout over the water from the 2nd floor would be cool.
Love the 2nd Floor and Event Center for Live Music and Events as there is no where for that on the Island and having that overlooked the
Gulf would be amazing. Make your views of the water not anything else.
Extra lighting on pier & surrounding area for safety.
Facilities are nice, the key will be proper maintenance of the facilities.
Fans or misters in the outdoor area of the restaurant/entertainment area.
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Excellent overall design and thoughtful seating and shade options.
Excellent work! I appreciate that you have taken the time to think about all of us and not just the fisherman.
Please keep the parking lot directly below the Pier and not on the other side of the dunes.
I would rather rework the parking lot every 10 years than replace the flyover walkway design every hurricane season.
Thank you for all the thought and love put into the designs. Here's to 2022! Let's do this.
MK
Fish cleaning stations are a problem for wildlife on the pier, since waste is usually thrown in the water.
Solid shade structures will encourage wildlife to perch on them causing human interaction issues.
From what the pier looks like at night. You need lights on both sides of the pier to shine into the water, not just light the walking space.
It's a fishing pier, and the same at the end of the pier.
Get a better vendor to run the restaurant. The current operator is unsatisfactory.
Get it done.
Get it started now!
Get'r done already.
Given the amount of crime that BHP was experiencing at the time it was destroyed there should be some type of CC or camera monitoring
system for CCPD, TPWD & Nueces county Sheriff's to share and monitor including views of the parking lots. There were constant thefts.
Fishermen taking illegal sized fish and more than allowed. Then there were assaults and aggressive behavior by drunk fisherman. Fix all of
that and make BHP family friendly again.
Go big so it is something the Island can be proud of.
Great design - love it all!
Great job.
Great job Nueces County! I own a company that specializes in civil public infrastructure and maintenance so I can tell, lots of thought has
gone into these initial design. Thank you! Garret Burleson
Great job! Let's make it so.
Great job. I'm excited.
Great Job... I've vacationed there since I was 5 yrs. old, 1962. Great pier, glad to see it being built back to original length. Thanks for
opportunity to participate!!
Great plan, looking forward to the end results!!
Great website with good information. I would like to see much better lighting on the pier that broadcasts out over the water.
Great work! Coming from a tourism background, I love it! And a resident of Padre Island, I'd be proud to visit and take my family and
guests there!
Great designs – let's get this going!
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Have more restrooms along/further down the pier.
Having space for expanded retail/concessions is paramount. This pier has a chance to really help the overall attraction of North Padre
Island so long as we maintain it after we build it. Super excited to see this come to fruition.
Hopefully, it will be fishing friendly! Rod holders of some sort, fish cleaning stations, step downs to help land big fish, water lighting, and
bait stand. Need plenty of trash receptacles. Also, for everyone's benefit a first aid station.
How about under the new concessions? Maybe swings or a shower rinse. People normally congregate under pier. Maybe even tables.
How long will this take to build?
I am very excited for the new design. My husband and I do not fish but would enjoy the view and food at the restaurant. With these new
design. I can see us using the pier more just to walk out sit and enjoy.
I believe some of the elements are not necessary and are things that won't withstand future hurricanes making it a waste of taxpayer
money. Additional common areas are a waste because most public will either be at the restaurant to eat and enjoy the views or on the
beach below. Shaded areas on pier will be destroyed by winds/hurricanes easily. Public restrooms are the best thing that's been added.
I'm more interested in how to strengthen it so we don't lose use of it again for many years in the future.
I can't wait to enjoy the pier again I got married next to it in 2016 and it will be amazing to come back and see the new remodel!
I definitely feel the restaurant needs a 2nd floor event space/dining area. The view from up there will be a big attraction bringing more
people to the pier. Also, I feel putting the outside dining area more so along the water than along the pier would be a huge draw as well.
People will always prefer a water view table.
I don't care about the rest except for the T-head shouldn't have cover at all for casting we use the entire width of the T-head for shark
fishing, which a lot of tourist come down to see us set up and we let them catch fish on our rods. Second is the concession stand needs to
have either some type of walk way around the outside of it or move it next to the restaurant so we can take big fish all the way to the
beach instead of gaffing then and killing them on the pier if we can get the fish from the T head to the sand a lot more sharks and big fish
will be released and live
I don't think the first middle "T" has any value. Just keep the second one and then the end "T".
I fear shade structure and seating options will only be seating for birds and a bird pooping ground. Who would be in charge of keeping the
pier and all these amenities clean?
I feel like this is going to be a beautiful updated pier. Constructive criticism: maybe just 1 T extension midway instead of 2 -- I feel like 2
would result in a lot of tangled lines in turn more line trash. Shade is an awesome addition considering Texas heat, add more ?? Short sets
of pergolas, canopy or cabana style. Outside the restrooms or down the pier maybe put a hand washing station for those who need to
only wash up and not use the bathroom.
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I feel that all three designs are overdone. The furniture, awnings and restrooms are going to be maintenance issues which will cost
taxpayer dollars. Are they going to charge to enter the pier to pay for these amenities? Will there be security 24-7 to combat vandalism? Is
it smart to put a "T" back on the end when tidal water from a hurricane could potentially take the end of the pier off again? Restrooms
should be on the beach not the pier where they will be easier to maintain and repair. Awnings in the windy conditions on Padre are just a
waste of money. Unless it is plain concrete benches, wood benches will be a constant problem. It always looks so shiny and pretty on
paper but the reality of keeping it that way is another story. Will the restaurant be contributing to the rebuild monetarily? Has anyone
thought about how unsanitary fish cleaning stations can be when left open to public use? How can you trust or expect that people will
actually clean-up after themselves? Just some thoughts to ponder, thank you for allowing feedback.
I hate the idea of fish cleaning stations due to the smell and wouldn't want to have them close to the shoreline due to the discarded
remains being thrown into the water and impact on swimmers. While lighting is important, I wouldn't want it so bright that it impacts
views of the night sky. I'd like to see more traditional/simple/natural design elements over modern; it needs to fit into the beach scene
which is very nature based. I do love the idea of having special events space; would love to have my wedding there!
I have been coming to this pier since I was a child. We live in Atascocita, Tx and we are hoping to have the pier repaired soon. I hope that
the bathrooms will be open around the clock. You should have a web cam also.
I have lived on the Island for 40 years. I have designed and built projects on the Gulf Coast, East Coast, West Coast, Guantanamo, Hawaii,
and Wake Island. The corrosion here on Padre Island is the worst environment in the US and nothing will last unless it is coated fiberglass,
316 stainless steel, specialty concrete reinforced with specialty rebar, marine grade aluminum, etc. and even with these corrosion will still
occur.
Much of what is proposed looks great in renderings but will not last unless it is built from these type of materials and maintenance will still
be required, so money needs to be in the budget for that.
Additionally, Sea Gulls and Island birds will be a problem. High mast lights will be an attraction for the birds which will cause a mess that
will cause corrosion. Use more rail mounted walkway lights and use the high mast in very selective locations.
Is your designer someone who is familiar with the Padre Island/Gulf Coast area? Pretty renderings are one thing to impress the general
public and staff/politicians. Building something to last, is practical and still is appealing and looks great takes an experienced firm/group.
Richard C. Pittman
I loved the design, but the shades may be an issue to the long-time anglers that go out there to fish. Also provide a bait and tackle shop as
well.
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I have several suggestions for you to consider:
First Shade-Should be real shade not like the so-called shade that was put at Sherrill Veterans Memorial Park. A possible suggestion would
be to install awning type shading that could be taken down when big wind or storm events. A possible caveat would be awning designs
that could be changed for special occasions, awning contests etc.. Shading along the pier should take into account that people will be
casting, and they don't want lines getting tangled. This would be a problem for awnings that could be ripped.
Second Electrical-Please look at how the electrical wires are housed. I worked in industry and plastic-coated conduit was used as a
corrosion preventative but over time corrosion developed at the connections and then corroded the metal inside the conduit. Consider
using the proper grade of stainless steel, costs more but better in the long run.
Third Parking Lot-Not presented but very important that the parking lot be designed to withstand at least tropical storms.
Fourth Lighting-Lighting consideration should also include green lights (used to attract bait fish), easy service access to all the lights,
corrosion preventive housing and enhanced reflective considerations of the light housing.
Fifth Large fish landing consideration-Not sure how you would do this but something like cage or net that could be lowered and raised. If
no accommodations, then how to walk the fish to the shoreline. Where do you weigh big fish. Good tourist attraction and Photo Op.
Sixth Wind energy-Great spot to have wind power generation.
Seventh Reef development-with the proper considerations the current pier could be used to create a Reef and markers installed to warn
the public. This would enhance the fishing in the area. The local university or Aquarium may want to participate in a variety of ways I am
not currently aware of but could enhance visitor interest to the Pier.
I hope they don't make the Island so big that the traffic is overwhelming, and it becomes worse than poor day. We like our small
community and clean community with minimal criminal activity.
I like everything except it looks like there is no restaurant deck seating on the gulf side and north side of restaurant. This would be a huge
waste. Also, it should be open and comfortable for beach visitors and not an upscale dining experience. Good, fresh, clean food with a
very casual atmosphere.
I like it!
I love it!!
I LOVE the design concepts. The only other thing that I would love to see, is some restrooms at the middle or the end of the pier, like some
Port-a-Pottys as it is a VERY long walk from the end of the pier to the bathrooms in the current design.
I like this – it looks fun!!!
I see no mention of lighting directed towards the water for night fishing. It would be a terrible oversight to not have lights designed and
implemented with fishing in mind. The new pier design looks like a touristy boardwalk attraction and not a fishing pier. While that is ok, it
should not be forgotten that most people's fondest memories on that pier involve fishing. Please don't overlook or push out the fisherman
from this new build. Sincerely, a fishing dad whose children asked him to drive 3 hours to fish at their favorite place, Bob Hall Pier, for
many years to celebrate their birthdays no less!!!
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I love the idea of the expansion to include more event space, bathrooms and concessions (the bathrooms with the outdoor showers and
changing rooms on the beach down the road are excellent)! For any materials chosen, including sunshades, furniture, etc....pick
practicality over fancy design. I would rather have something that is solid and stable that lasts for 50 years vs something pretty that only
lasts for 5 years. I think the concrete square blocks for sitting are modern and they are long lasting. Stick with timeless and less
maintenance. Also keep the events deck area clean. Tables and chairs are great, just don't clutter it up with extra pergolas.
I love the lighting. I really think the nighttime lighting will make this pier fabulous. Also, I didn't see any rod holders for the fisherman. I
would love to see spaces for retail shops on the pier whether it be pop up shops in the open spaces during busy times of the year or more
permanent stores. Great job on a beautiful pier! Can't wait!
I love the overall design, However stargazing is one of the best reasons to be at the beach after sunset. The amount of ambient lighting
the artist rendering shows would hurt night vision.
I loved the design, but the shades may be an issue to the long-time anglers that go out there to fish. Also provide a bait and tackle shop as
well.
I really like it. We need something there. I miss the restaurant.
The pier looks good – let's get it built!
I see no point in spending extra MILLIONS of dollars. We don't need all these extras only to be damaged by hurricanes and poorly
maintained from county staff. Tourist won't come just for the pier. It will be a waste of money, just like Schlitterbahn was...
I think a better pier design would be to make it a U shape or circular. So you can take a walk without having to turn around and go back.
I think the City is over their heads budget-wise. The proposal was too over the top and only half of the budget for this project is currently
funded. My opinion is to do the basics with the $18 million already funded and get the pier open to the public where money can start
flowing. Local business have suffered since the pier was taken out by Hanna and to wait for the other $12 million before construction is
going to take time that I don't think we have.
I think the pier should be built with future expansion for retail. I thinking of ability to host farmers markets. Or even add additional shops
just as a surf shop, ice cream, tackle, water sports rental, etc.
I think the pier's primary focus should be fishing. All the fancy things aren't necessary. Keep Bob Hall Pier a nice fishing pier.
I think the renderings/design of the new pier are OUTSTANDING and unlike any other pier in the area. This is EXACTLY what is needed to
set Corpus Christi and the Coastal Bend apart from other Texas regions. We are the Gulf Coast Capital and need an attraction like the pier
to cement that vision. I know up to $20 million has been identified and I think spending whatever is necessary to achieve the outcome
based the renderings, is absolutely justifiable. The County will see this be paid back easily through revenue and this could be the catalyst
for even more development, resulting in more money in pockets. Wonderful job and let's see this thing through!
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I think the restaurant and event space above should be turned with more windows facing the water to maximize the ocean views while
dining.
I THINK THE RESTAURANT SHOULD BE FACING ALONG THE BEACH FOR BETTER VIEWS.
I think there should be more seating outside separate from the restaurant for people to sit and enjoy themselves especially for the elderly
people that visit and do not want to go in the restaurant. I also think that you need more seating at the T's and along the pier.
I think this new design is fantastic. Please build it yesterday.
I think you guys are on the right direction. This could be one best piers in Texas. Good Luck to everyone.
I think you have done a great job designing this.
I understand the cost and how much traffic the new pier will bring. Don't forget this is for Corpus Christi and the citizens would like to use
it as it used to be for fishing, sightseeing and dining. But we need the extra revenue to build it due to the cost. We just can't forget the
roots of Bob Hall Pier. It would be very cool if we had a weather station there also.
I very strongly feel the pier should not allow fishing on the first half of the pier. Fishing should start at the second T and go to the end. This
needs to be a pier where people can fish, but some people don't want to see shark fins and rays with holes cut out of them as I have seen
on the pier. I would like it to be restaurants and shops up to a point and fishing past that point as you see on Florida piers. I think you
could put more seating for Mikel Mays or have outside food vendors there with their own seating. I like Commissioner Chesney's vision,
more is better.
I walked the BHP every day for 2 1/2 years. When I didn't have a VA Dr appointment.
Keep the restaurant where it is now with upstairs. This will block the west sun from the people sitting and eating outside.
Make the benches like the ones on Cole Park pier. Where the bums can't sleep on the pier.
I would actually hope that you don't waiver and change to much from what your customers have come to love. I vacation every year and
while on vacation eat here every day the entire time with my dog, I might add, up until the hurricane, which was heartbreaking. I'm
looking forward to eating there once again with my dog and husband, but I would hate for yall to just expand so much that you lose site of
the ones that have made yall and cherished yall to begin with. We shall see though.
I would like to make certain that the Pier's main purpose remains open to the public where the community can use the space for
gatherings and schedule community exercise classes, get-togethers. I think it would be a shame if most of the pier was overly
commercialized. I think the pier should be maximized for outdoor seating, because it will be busy and well-attended, and it would be
great to not have to run out of tables/seating.
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I would like to see fishing lights either in the water (green lights) or on the pier pointed at the water. Make it more diverse to attract more
people like an arcade and souvenir, tackle shop. Free WIFI. More shade structures and more seating and more trash receptacles. I think it
is a great idea to move the parking to the other side of the dunes with adequate lighting. Have more of a police presence to make it safe.
I would like to see more retail space for other shops to come in!
I would like you to add additional length to the pier. 100 more feet would be awesome. The longer (to a point) would be better.
I would love to see more lighting for the nighttime. Overall, it's a beautiful design!
I would love to see some seating in the middle of the pier for stopping to rest for the people who need to rest along the walk. Also makes
a great relaxing space for those that love to people watch. If you are going to have concession stands, they need to be open and available
all the time. Nothing is fun about taking kids to the pier and expecting to get them a snack and ...Oops sorry kids, it's not open!
I would put the event space downstairs and the restaurant up. If you have a larger event you will want to utilize the open deck. The event
will be to disconnected if guests have to go upstairs then down to the deck. In short you will limit your capacity. The Island needs a place
to host large events. Having it on one level would be best. Just a couple of events that come to mind; Barfoot Marti-gras pre-events, La
Posada events and the Island Foundation fund raiser. All of the events are 300 plus people.
I'm worried that fish cleaning stations will smell horribly and attract birds.
If the pier is going to be open to the public all the way to the end, then I am all for this redesign. I like Mikel May's and eat there often.
Get going and stop asking so many questions. Go! Nothing ever happens timely.
IF WE EXPECT SHARK FISHERMEN TO USE THE PIER, THERE IS NO DESIGN SHOWING HOW A HUGE SHARK WILL BE RAISED ONTO THE PIER
OR THERE IS NOT A WALKWAY AROUND THE RESTROOMS OR RESTAURANT WHERE THE FISHERMAN CAN GUIDE THE SHARK TO THE
SHORELINE IF IT'S A VERY HUGE ONE.
I'm worried about the amount of light at night that would obscure the night sky. I also don't like AT ALL the parking lot being located on
the other side of the dunes. We all like being able to park at the base of the pier and walking on a paved lot to get to the restaurant and
pier. That lot is also appreciated in case you want to go to the beach, but don't want to drive your car in the sand. Birds will be a problem
when they poop on the seating and when they see people eating on the outdoor area.
Incorporate as many safety signs and warnings under the pier as possible about currents as well as any physical safety features that could
be added to pier supports to reduce drownings.
It looks great!
It's too much and way too bright. There will be a big seagull pest problem and the wind is way too strong for such a huge facility. Would
prefer to keep it smaller, quiet and cleaner.
It's a fishing pier not a destination.
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It's a fishing pier not a restaurant pier. You are combining two different aspects and it kind of reminds me of the fishermen and surfer
wars. This pier has been for years for the fishermen why "all of a sudden" are we expanding something that was a snack shack just a
short time ago. Plenty of land on the sea wall for sale if you want own waterfront dinning.
It's a very beautiful pier.
It's great!!!!
It's my opinion that you should eliminate the fish cleaning stations and your catch should be cleaned at home.
Just some concerns for homeless having such room!
Just want it to be rebuilt as soon as possible.
Keep it nice but keep it small! No event center. We don't need bigger as that will bring more traffic, more noise to this quiet area of the
beach! We don't need a boardwalk here! The old Bob Hall rebuilt with a few improvements like the sunshades & some seating. The
restaurant size was perfect for the area! We don't want an event center here. Take that elsewhere off the beach! Don't turn it into
Galveston! Keep it small!
Keep it simple, this should be a pier, not an amusement park.
Keep the classic look of the pier. We don't need BHP/Padre Island to look like the boardwalk on the Jersey Shore.
Keep up the great progress for our Island.
Lack of design.
Let's get this done! Miss my Mikel Mays!!
Let's get this done or blow up the old structure and cart it off.
Lifeguard stations on both sides of the pier. Swimmer safety is the most important aspect of the city's responsibility to beachgoers.
Looks good.
Looks great. Excited. Looking forward to fishing Bob Hall Pier again.
Looks great and is fitting for the direction the island seems to be going.
Looks great over all get it done and let's go fishing!
Looks great! Please have lots of trash receptacles.
Looks great! My only suggestion would be to allow for a 2nd restaurant space on the southside of pier as well - rotate the
concession/retail and public restrooms so that they are on the southwest entrance wall and then allow for a 2nd restaurant space on the
east and southeast facing walls for additional outdoor dining space facing the ocean and beach on the south beach side as well. Don't
limit the options to 1 rest space only - Island is getting crowded, plan for 2! Thanks for allowing input. Anxious to get this rebuilt!!!!
Looks great. Excited. Looking forward to fishing Bob Hall Pier again.
Looks like they don't really want fishing people just tourists. Also, there were no estimates of cost to walk or to fish.
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Looks nice but keep surfers and wave quality in mind!
Looks so fancy! Looking forward to Mikel Mays reopening for sure!
Lots of wasted space. Worried the poo will ruin a lot of the design parts, doesn't seem real practical. I would rather you leave it more
natural like it was before. Parking needs to stay as is also.
Love it.
Love the designs! Can't wait.
Love the different concepts. I can't wait to see the final version. Great work!
Lovely.
Make it happen! I am a 25-year resident of Corpus Christi and a 15-year resident of the Island. I am retired and am part of a demographic
that normally hates change. However, I see the tremendous benefits of an enhanced and expanded Bob Hall Pier for both residents and
tourists. Please remember to include adequate walking, bicycle, and golf cart access from the neighborhoods and the hotels.
Make lots of room for restaurant/bar/concessions. A bar area that looks out over the beach would be awesome. Make sure the night
lighting is quality and appealing. My opinion is "bigger is better."
Make sure the pier is moved more inland.
Mikel May's was an iconic part of the Pier. Many people came here and remember that. Hope to see that essence back and bigger.
Mikel Mays needs an L shape design so more of the public deck space is facing the gulf, and more shade is provided for the restaurant
area.
More seating for the restaurant looking out at the water would be nice.
More shade structures. South Texas sun is blazing.
Multiple restaurants should be considered on the pier. We have one opportunity to get it right and might as well expand for future bars
and restaurants. Restaurants and event space need to be open air with the ability to close off during cold weather. Thank you.
My biggest concern are the shade areas and those that were suspended handling a cat 3 or higher hurricane.
My question. Why is there a fee to go on the Bob Hall Pier? The Cole Park pier is free. Because there was a fee, I never went on the pier
past the payment booth. It's our tax money.
My suggestion is to have a lower deck at the end (deepest part out) primarily for fishing with several cleaning stations and unimpeded
walkways for fishermen.
It's beautiful, thank you for all your work on this project!
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Need rod holders placed for the fisherman so no one cuts into anything to hold their rods.
Need to keep in mind that the shades and seating are going to be a draw for the birds. Who's going to clean it off every day? Or multiple
times a day?!
Also parking behind the dunes and building a flyover Is a waste of money. Just park on the beach like we always have and save all that
money that we don't have anyway!
Also, why not have a smaller deck out front and a larger one on the north side of restaurant?
New and improved! I love it!!
Nice improvements. Looks good !!
NO 2nd story!!
No Mikel May's on the pier!
Not the right place for a event center.
Now we will have a beautiful place for visitors to come and admire our pier like they do in a lot of other cities.
Open-up the pier to other restaurants not just Mikel Mays....Everyone should get a shot at opening their restaurant on the pier...Why
does Mikel Mays get preferential treatment on my tax paying dime?
Over head structures will attract birds…and you know what birds do. Seating will also attract birds. Again, birds will poop…all over it.
Clean up will be expensive.
Pier should be no charge.
Pier, restaurant, and structures should be outfitted with amber lights to prevent wildlife disturbance at night.
Please allow the fishermen to be fishermen and not lay down too many rules.
Please consider rotating the event / restaurant space 90 degrees to have its long axis aligned with the water edge.
Please go with open space concepts. Little signage as possible. Small area with little or no lighting for star gazing. Free pier entrance for
Padre Island residence or discounted seasonal pass system.
Please just make Mikel May's the way May wants it. She just wants more shade on the outdoor patio because in the summer people
won't want to sit there due to the heat. It will be a wasted space that the servers won't really get to wait on people in that section at all.
Also, why is the restaurant rotated? It's a Mikel May's staple that you can sit on the railing and look out at the water, enjoy your food and
drinks. No one wants to stare at sand and other random people at the beach. Thank you.
Please keep our Birds in mind when developing/building the new pier. Use windows, & lighting that is "Bird Friendly", and safe for our
beautiful shore birds, & migratory birds. Leave spaces for the pelicans & herons to perch on. Implement safety measures preventing
fishermen's lines from harming the birds. Promote keeping our beautiful beaches clean & enforce fines for littering. Thank you, Jr
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Please keep the design true to the feel of the island and do not try to create a modern design that does not match the overall
architecture of the island. Shade is very important, but not at the cost of cutting into our views of the water.
Please keep the shade and seats simple. With weather and bird poop, we need something sturdy that can be easily maintained. We don't
need a fancy design. We need it to be withstanding and built with our surroundings in mind. The more posts, the more bird poop. Pilot
the posts and see for yourself. Don't change where we park, no one wants to park farther. Yes, this new venue will attract more tourists
but think of the residents too. We just like to park and then fish. This is the reason why we live here. Don't make that harder for us.
Please lengthen pier by at least 50%.
Please make it how it was but longer, please.
Please make shade structures that will actually provide shade; structures with lattice or slates let in just as much light.
Please provide MORE seating along length of pier. Older people and those with disabilities need seating at more frequent intervals. Also,
young children need seating with family. This is extremely important.
Please review the wind speed national specs for all your building items and position of the building and water release measures. Also
review the new dark sky lighting measures that are now in the Texas building codes. Need security bollards so cars and golf carts can't
drive up on ramps. Security monitoring for crime penetration.
Please upgrade our pier. It was always embarrassing to go to a California or Alabama pier and see how much nicer they are. Don't we
deserve a pier as nice as Alabama? Aren't we as good as California? And those piers don't charge an entry fee, either. We're better than
our old, dirty, crappy pier.
Pleased with the work that has been done.
Priority should be toward fishing, crabbing, etc. shaded areas are great but can interfere with casting your rods. (Need to be conscious of
that). Restaurant and Bathrooms are very much needed and appreciated. Is there a bait and tackle area/shop? That would be nice.
Railing with holes for rod holders, shelfs off the railing for setting or cutting your bait on, and underwater green lights would be great
touches.
Recommend cleaning hoses or stations for bird crap on all seating areas.
Remain true to Bob Hall Pier and please do not turn it into an amusement park with tons of retail. Keep it small like it was before, we've
been going there for 20 years to fish and eat at the restaurant just don't want it to become a circus.
Remember this a fishing pier and as such No Shade should be placed after the entrance. Any shade structure interferes with fishing and
will limit the amount of fishing space available. Glad it's wider all around but the shade is a big problem, don't put it on the pier.
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Require some of the profits to go to extra police presence.
Restaurant should run parallel to the beach.
Restaurant space needs more outdoor seating. The public open space at the start of the pier shouldn't be right next to the restaurant
seating, the seating for restaurant needs to be opposite side facing the water, away from the general crowd. The pergola style shade
structures are a horrible idea due to bird feces, same goes for the wood seating.
Restaurant space with good view of water is most important. I don't think the plaza furniture is needed.
Restrooms at end if pier.
Restrooms need to be provided for general public at pier not only in restaurant. You may not be allowed access to Restrooms in
restaurant if you don't eat or buy something.
Scratch this design and start over. Match the Cole Park Pier. Make sure it is new design firm. I'm very disappointed yall would even
consider this design.
Seating and shade are vital.
Seating at the restaurant area would be a lot nicer if it was facing the Gulf.
Security should be visible at all times, so the pier will not be vandalized.
Shade needs to be more of a priority. People can't eat outside (wind) but shaded outside bar would be nice.
Shade structures are wonderful addition. Too many lights on the pier and too many restrooms. The other gathering areas are nice.
Should move the building back to the dunes and let the pier go out into the water but make it shorter. Vehicles should not have to leave
the beach and go around to travel the beach.
Shade toward end T of pier and restrooms. Small concessions with bait stand if possible.
Should have lifeguard post looking north and south. Need to build rod holders somehow into the pier so people aren't duct taping or
putting holes and things.
Some of the designs make it look like Atlantic City with all the neon signs and contemporary setting . That does not fit with the natural
beauty of the area !
Spend the money to make it a good long-term investment. Also raise the price of the beach parking permit up to $20-$40 to pay for the
extra cost of creating a first-class facility here on the island.
Stagger the entrance to the shops and restaurant. Both entrances are across from each other and creates potential for crowd
bottlenecks.
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Structural integrity as is best engineered to survive a Category 3/4, should be integral to design and aesthetics. Mobility for all persons
should be Top-of-Mind. As a 60 something I find all of this very appealing. Pray that the process is truly transparent and not just for show.
Thank you, so much.
Taking a good pier and restaurant and turning it into an overpriced expensive park-on-the-water to take care of.
Tax-payer dollars should not be used for this entertainment complex. This should've privatized and the public funding should be
reallocated to things that serve the citizens of this community.
Thank you for your time and effort putting this iconic structure back in its place. I am very excited for the new pier.
Thanks for all the work it took to get to this point. It looks great!
The Bob Hall Pier signage should be the highlight, and similar to the original. No rainbow colors.
The building/restaurant should primarily be focused on the water view. The water view is the main focus, and where everyone tends to
want to congregate and be near. These drawings display limited water view.
The design takes away from the natural beauty of the ocean and the park. It is basically ugly. We need to improve the beach area and
the road so that it is accessible, not build some ugly monstrosity. We want to keep the natural beauty of the beach, not turn it into a
carnival.
THE LAST THING WE NEED IS TO COPY ANYTHING THAT LOOKS LIKE AN EAST OR WEST COAST VENUE. WE LIKE SIMPLE, COASTAL,
NATURAL LOOK. THERE WAS NOTHING WRONG WITH THE OLD BOB HALL PIER. NO NEED TO SENSATIONALIZE IT. IT'S FISHING AND
DINING. ITS THAT SIMPLE.
The lighting is just ordinary. It needs more design to it. With todays LED technology, you could make it really unique.
The longer the better.
The main draw of Bob Hall Pier has always been for fishing. The central T sections will only cause problems with lines getting tangled and
fish wrapping around the pilings. Also, the shark fisherman that utilize the end of the pier may have to walk large sharks down the pier to
execute a beach landing and the central T sections would complicate this also.
The more retro the better. This is like the 3rd time the pier has been re-done in my lifetime let's try to keep it looking historic but in a
nice way.
The more shade structures the better.
The opportunity to have a NOAA instrumentation on this pier is fantastic. It will bring national attention to this area and the pier while
providing critical environmental data to local, state, and federal stakeholders.
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The shade and furniture materials used should be the most hardy and functional, which isn't always the most aesthetically pleasing.
Cement as opposed to wood. It is better to withstand the harsh weather here.
The benches should have some kind of cement bump or dividers to discourage the homeless from camping out.
The T's along the pier are going to be amazing, fishermen will have extended space, the ability to cast further and will have less of a
crowd at the end where most fishermen take up the most space. Also good for viewing nature, waves, and good for emergencies to
locate the person/victim. I think the restaurant is taking up too much attention on this pier and is limiting the vendors that are capable of
using the space in the future.
The two story would be my pick for the community. The restaurant design I prefer was not shown and it was an option at the meeting.
The layout for the restaurant is Layout #1 - the L Shape is my preference. I miss the enjoyment we had when Bob Hall Pier was open and
cannot wait for this project to begin!!!
The way Mikel May's is positioned isn't appealing. The view from old Mikel Mays was ideal...you could look down the beach and then out
into gulf watching fishing boats and people fishing off the pier. The second story event space - is this going to cost residents a arm & leg
to use for the Island events and functions? Or is this going to be for weddings and other events the city and owner make money off of?
The way the entrance is designed when you walk up is not aesthetically pleasing & needs to be redesigned to have a more prominent
sign like Cole Park entrance or other large piers. The large outdoor area to the left is too big and halfway open to the public side of the
pier. I think it should be totally on the paid side for more private dining experience. Please keep public restrooms & second story event
area. Would shade structures hold up to our high winds?
There is no mention about the design for fisherman other than cleaning stations. I hope there has been consideration for such things as
rod holders built into the top handrail all around the perimeter of the pier. This could simply be holes every couple of feet in the top
handrail.
These designs look amazing!!! I hope everything gets approved. Corpus needs something new and nicely designed for both the locals as
well as the vacationers. I could see myself spending a lot of time there with friends on the weekend.
These drawings are always interesting to look at. They always look so clean and everyone there is always so happy. I doubt the drawings
for Water's Edge park showed a bunch of homeless people sleeping on the tables by the restrooms. I also doubt they showed the trash
blowing out of the trash cans or the trash just thrown on the ground. I would hope there are plans for trash cans all along the pier so the
lazy people will have no excuse to litter. Although Bob Hall Pier is on the Island, I believe some of what have been called "anti homeless"
designs should be used for it. The benches should have arm rests to keep people from laying down on them. I like the angled benches
(Option S) but those seem to be ready made ramps for bikers and skaters. I see a gate near the entrance for the pier so hopefully there
will be someone there full-time to collect fishing fees and regulate the number of fishing rods. The reputation of the night fishing idiots
keeps a lot of my fishing friends from using the pier at night. What about the parking area? Is it going to be well-lit? I have had several
friends' vehicles burglarized at the old pier. Is this pier going to be higher than the original? Or are we going to be rebuilding it 5 or 10
years down the road after the next hurricane?
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Theses renderings are very cool, top notch looking ideas. I pray we get all of the items presented approved and funded. The nighttime
rendering looks especially good. Thank you for your continued support of the county and our beaches.
They all will be a great improvement.
Think there should be more than one restaurant, not just one entity controlling the restaurant, retail and event space possibilities.
This is too much - who is going to be responsible for the upkeep and cleaning of all of this? The city - that's a joke in itself!
This is tremendously exciting. I am beyond blown away with a wonderful design
This pier means a lot to me. Been coming here since I was a kid and holds a special place in my heart. Can't wait to see it with all the new
improvements.
This project fails to include any safety upgrades. Bob Hall and the Jetties are our top spots for drownings (of all ages). This project should
include rescue equipment that first responders can quickly release, as well as life-saving equipment for public access. The money-making
station could also serve as a first aid station. As for the fishing part, are we to assume this includes rod holders, places to secure coolers,
chairs, etc. and keep them out of our water? Let's combine design and function. For us all.
This should be a fishing pier. This looks like a tourist trap. Build a fishing pier please.
Too much castoff on what is a fishing pier. The shade structures will require maintenance all the time. They'd always be tangled with
fishing line and covered in shorebird poo. The PA system will never be used or heard. Please: no digital billboards. We are on the gulf.
Bright lights are the death of our peaceful gulf front. They're also really bad for turtles nesting and birds.
Utilizing Solar panels/wind energy, if possible, would not only provide these structures with energy needed but also set an example for
the general public to utilize these abundant resources we are so richly blessed with here in Corpus Christi. The project looks amazing &
promising, but I truly hope we make sure the marine life doesn't get affected by the lights and glitters of our vanity. Good luck!
Very excited the pier is going back to 1240' long. I think something should be installed on the last 'T' to pay homage to the days when
they caught tarpon off the end of the pier. Perhaps a bronze statue of a tarpon, similar to the Marlin on the entrance to the Island. Art
Very much looking forward to seeing this in real life!!
We got remarried at the end of the pier in 2006 - we walked the pier every year for our anniversary. We miss our walk!!!!
We love Mikel May's and like to see bigger restaurant for events such as weddings, etc.
We should make B. H. P. as appealing as possible!
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The Judge said it would be safe from "Any storm," so please clarify the design criteria is a 100-year storm. This results in surge and
waves equivalent to a high Category 2/low Category 3 hurricane.
I would like to see annual and monthly pier fishing tournaments.
Safety at our Beaches is extremely important. Since Je'sani Smith lost his life to a Rip Current in 2019, 14 other individuals have lost their
life!
Would be cool to be able to incorporate some of Kent Ullberg's art into the pier since he is already featured when entering the island.
I live in Dallas I go to CC and Port A 4 times a year. My favorite fishing place in Texas, We have great entertainment facilities here because
they paid taxes to have good faculties, they are paying for themselves. Make this place great it will pay for itself if you put the right
people in place to make it happen.
The second story event space will provide opportunity for a variety of functions for both locals (music venue, surf competitions, etc.) and
tourists through events like weddings. It would add so much to our community as a whole.
To put the old pier as a Debris jetty would be a great fish habitat but I don't know if its doable.
Hopefully, it will not get to commercialized or too over-priced.
I think a research and educational perspective needs to be integrated into the pier.
Great presentation! A couple research topics to consider: (1) bathymetric surveying before demolition, after demolition, and after
construction for many years will help understanding of how sand bars change with the impacts of the different pier constructions and (2)
TAMUCC has historically done some research at the pier that was very useful, and they would be good to include in these discussions.
Make it happen - soon!
Getting the restaurant back open ASAP will create more jobs, more income flowing too.
I would like to see a state-of-the-art lifeguard station at Bob Hall Pier.
Fisherman spend more money than any one on the pier. It should cater to them. Keep it simple and easy to maintain. None of that stuff is
necessary. Tourists walk out and spend hours talking to us out there on the T head. Do whatever you want with the restaurant, but keep
the pier plain and uncluttered.
For one that's the only pier I've fished on. The other are to far to drive to. And if you look at it, Bob Hall Pier was always busy. The one in
Port A - hardly anyone goes to. I've tried going there but between price of gas, bait, pier fee and food prices it just to expensive. And you
don't catch any large fish like we did on Bob Hall's pier.
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Please consider rebuilding a new Bob Hall Pier and expand it too.
I’m not a fan of bigger & better! Bigger will bring more people, more traffic, more noise. I live in the Sea Pines neighborhood & that is
only a few blocks away & it could be affected by the increase in traffic & the noise-especially from large evening/nighttime weddings.
I never did fish off the pier but had friends that did. They said it got very crowded w/ certain ethnic groups claiming large areas as “their
spot” to fish & running people off. Maybe charging a day fee for fishing from the pier might help that. Just an idea.
1)The furthest part of the pier into the water should be rounded off to withstand better the frontal force of hurricane winds and the
force of the waves. 2) Review and review again, will handicapped people be able to have access to the pier by way of wheelchairs hand
propelled or motor propelled? 3) Provide ample fish cleaning stations. 4) Too many fishermen just throw unwanted fish on the pier to die
and rot. Have signs about good sportsmanship and proper attending to their catch, such as cut what you don't want and let the seagulls
feed on fresh fish, etc. Thanks for your inquiry into public input.
Bob Hall Pier is one of our favorite places to visit and the restaurant was a great touch!
Bob Hall Pier was built as a fishing pier. It should be rebuilt as a fishing pier. I see no reason to spend the extra money to expand the
restaurant. The concessionaire is actively lobbying for the increased space and amenities which greatly benefit her financially. She
should not be allowed to do what she is doing.
Can't wait for Mikel Mays to be open again.
Great opportunity for a nice, chic, outdoors area for the growing times of social media and photographic backdrops. Maybe add some
outdoor swings/hammocks, lots of neon signs, some greenery (like a greenery back drop on a wall for pictures). Outdoor games like
cornhole or huge chess pieces. On weekends maybe you have a "Farmers Market".
I didn't see any design for an elevator. Us older folks who don't walk so well would love to have assistance please, especially to the
restaurant and the event center. Is there any way for this to be possible?
I would prefer to see a bit more shade provided on the pier and outdoor dining. Something more like a slotted pergola since the sun can
be brutal in the summer.
#bancanales
Let's get started, you guys can just go in circles.
Love the designs.
Must have lots of lights for the scenery and overall welcoming effect.
Only concern is keeping the pier clean. Especially birds using the overhangs.
Super job it's going to be awesome.
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The real problem is why is it taking so long to start on the rebuild? You have wasted so much of tax-payers money on so many other
things that does not make money, but cost money. One last thing I will be watching the contract process on this making sure money will
not be wasted and you give out proper contracts not the same old how do I get a piece of this tax-payers money.
1. What are the designs for handrails and decking?
2. Incorporate fishing string recycling structures along pier.
3. Install an area for additional monitoring equipment next to the NOAA (for future research projects).
4. Each pier post could have a concrete stamp of local wildlife (i.e., the first 10 pier square sections would have various birds and fish this is education for the public!)
5. Create a seasonal vegetation area around the designated parking areas (possible to have college interns or volunteers design and
manage upkeep).
6. Use of the beach handicap chairs for access from the parking area to the pier.
7. Parking area next to pier is for carts and handicap - this would ease traffic and climate the need for the proposed canopy.
8. The shade structures should be limited, as we can walk under the pier if we want shade.
9. What will the underside of the pier look like?....will the pipes be aesthetically appealing, or will we see leaking sewer pipes? People will
visit this area for shade.
10. How will the expansion affect coastal floodplain? Is there a drainage study?
11. Is there a plan for pollution prevention and erosion control throughout all construction phasing?
Fun!!
Great job. let's get it done fast.
I absolutely love it and can't wait to see it come back better than ever.
If you build it, they will come....sorry I couldn't resist. Looks good and I love the multi-colored Bob Hall Pier signage lit up. You need to
have a nice parking area as well.
Provide a space to get a fishing license. Why not put a convenient location for those who have forgotten to get a fishing license? Or are
caught fishing without a license.
The pier should be rebuilt back the way it was made back in 1983. It is a fishing pier not a tourist attraction.
Very nice, keep up the good work.
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What and where is the parking going to be? Paved like before or separate parking lot before beach entrance? Or both? Beach pass
required if parking on the beach parking lot for pier? Love the designs and very excited to have a restaurant back on the beach?! Well
done!
What's the timeframe?
Where will people park to use the expanded amenities? Is expanded parking also in the budget? Thank you!
Why do you not have more than one restaurant? Giving this venue to one person or group will lead to mediocre to poor food and
service with high prices. Why not make it bigger with more options? Make it a destination.
Why not have the majority of the restaurant FACING the ocean!
Will the pier have rod holder for the fishermen? Will the pier have a fishing equipment store for tourists?
Would like to have small unisex bathroom at end of pier.
Would prefer an L shape with the restaurant facing the water.
Wow what an awesome set of designs! Looking forward to see it unveiled!
You are trying to turn this into Galveston, and we aren't that. We do not need more tourists on the beach we can't handle the number of
tourists and vehicles as it is. You're making more spaces for the homeless to sleep and hangout! The gaudy neon lights distract from the
beauty of the beach!! People go to the pier to fish and having all those seating areas will distract from that. Plus, who's going to clean it?
Use the money to rebuild it better not uglier and put back the picnic tables and shade you had before.
You have designed a modern looking, functional and beautiful pier. I really like it and think it will be the jewel of the Gulf Coast.
You really need male and female bathrooms at the end of this pier. Have you ever fished at the end and needed to go to the bathroom
and then have to walk the very long distance to the bathroom! Everything else is very appealing !
You're never going to be able to make everyone happy. Make this the BEST pier on the Texas coast and get it done ASAP!!
Please make it hurricane resistant (Cat 5 vs. 3).
More fish cleaning stations.
How are you going to handle the birds at the entry. It will be a mess.
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How are you going to deal with the heat on the cement furniture?
It is a "fishing" pier. Check out the Rockport Pier.
Maybe the intermediate T's aren't needed.
Include safety items on the pier - lifeguard, donuts, emergency call towers, PA system.
Would be good to have a kiosk for education about the ocean, wildlife, fish, beach….
Safety is #1.
Perhaps the bump-outs are not needed - the lines will likely get crossed.
Not sure the shade structures are necessary - they make for pelican habitat, and people jumping from them.
Pier lighting at night is important. Also rod holders and cutting boards.
Bump outs are good as is the shade. Is there is enough space at the end to cast? Can't tell in the pictures.
There should be an ordinance that sets up fines for stealing the lifesaving equipment - like life buoys.
Please put the debris from the old pier just beyond the casting area.
The Restaurant should maximize ocean view.
I own two restaurants and chair the restaurant organization. We need to take the pier to the next level - it will help all of us - through
synergy. The Billboard is good.
Excited about this project! Hopefully they will build something unique for fishing, tourists, the City and all surrounding areas.
Something that I feel is important & no one mentions.. is the JOBS that were lost due to this event.. & the Employees who were working
Mikel Mays since it opened.. who are still eagerly waiting for it to re-open to return.
Potential photo ops is a great idea! Tourists love that! And would give us good social media presence.
Can't wait for Mikel Mays to reopen.
The design is stunning.
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